




Anyone with a researcher’s curiosity who 
wants to utilise their talents and determina-
tion to make scientific discoveries and create 
innovative concepts is welcome to co-create 
our community at WUT. The strengths of the 
University of Technology are its openness and 
diversity. I encourage all young researchers 
thinking of choosing a university to follow 
their passion at WUT. I also encourage their 
senior colleagues to share their experience 
and follow the path of science. Let me remind 
our graduates that they will always be wel-
come at our university. And let me assure the 
representatives of the business environment 
that the Warsaw University of Technology is 
a real treasure trove for brilliant ideas with 
the potential to become something more than 
a mere theory. 

PROFESSOR KRZYSZTOF ZAREMBA, PHD, DSC
RECTOR OF THE WARSAW UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

A word from the Rector
of the Warsaw University 
of Technology 

Anyone associated with the Warsaw Univer-
sity of Technology is no stranger to challenge.  It 
is a real challenge to commence the demanding 
studies at the best university of technology in 
Poland.  It is a challenge to combine knowledge 
and imagination and think outside the box to 
create effective engineering solutions. It is a 
challenge to bear the weight of the glorious 
tradition that our university is proud of and un-
dertake actions which will fill the next genera-
tions of engineers with pride. Without a doubt, 
being a student, a doctoral student, or a staff 
member at WUT is challenging and demanding. 
However, it is a task worth undertaking since 
it is rewarding and may produce impressive 
outcomes. 



• 65 first-cycle degree programmes (includ-
ing 12 programmes in English) and 68 sec-
ond-cycle degree programmes (including 
20 programmes in English) and 1 long-cycle 
degree programme. 

• Modern research centres at the university 
and centre for technology transfer 

• Cooperation with numerous universities 
abroad  

• Over 160 science clubs, organisations,  
and student associations.

WUT is MORE*
• WUT graduates seamlessly find their way 

around the labour market.
• 72.8% of employed graduates declare that 

their current job is in line with their degree 
programme at the Warsaw University of 
Technology.

• 73.5% of companies employing WUT gradu-
ates operate in the international market. 

• 72.9% of respondents claim that graduating 
from the Warsaw University of Technology 
increases their chances in the labour 
market. 

*Results based on the survey Monitoring WUT Graduates’ 
Careers 2020.

New fields of study are being launched, new 
laboratories are being established, cooperation 
with industry and foreign centres is constantly 
being developed. Our students and graduates 
receive the best technical education and sup-
port – they become the most sought-after spe-
cialists on the labour market.

HIGH STANDARS - OUR ADVANTAGE:
The Warsaw University of Technology is among 
the prestigious universities qualified for the 
programme of the Ministry of Science and 
Higher Education (currently the Ministry of 
Education and Science) Excellence Initiative – 
Research University. Thus, WUT entered a new 
stage of development and with inexhaustible 
energy began its endeavour to become  
a research centre at the highest European 
levels of excellence with immense influence 
on world science. 
• Number one among the Polish universi-

ties of technology in University Ranking 
Perspektywy 2020 (we came first for the 
15th time in a row in the ranking) and num-
ber three among all universities in Poland 

• Number one among the Polish universities 
in Graduates in the Labour Market Ranking 
Perspektywy (2020)

The Warsaw University 
of Technology is a well-
renowned university, 
constantly building upon 
numerous successes – those 
of its scientists, employees, 
as well as students and 
entrepreneurs cooperating 
with the University. Here, 
the boldest ideas and 
theories come to life  
and become inventions!

Reputation based 
upon success



There are over 160 
student science clubs 
and organisations at the 
Warsaw University  
of Technology. Research 
projects implemented by 
students allow them to 
combine the knowledge 
gained in the course of 
study with practical skills. 

students and popularises mass sports activities. 
Students, doctoral students, and graduates at 
the Warsaw University of Technology regu-
larly participate in sports championships and 
achieve tremendous successes. Here are some 
of our talented and awarded sportspeople:
• Damian Czykier, athletics – semi-finalist 

of the world championship and Olympics, 
finalist of the European championship,  
multiple winner of the championship  
of Poland 

• Wojciech Bógdał, powered paragliding –  
a gold medal winner of the World Games, 
awarded several medals in the world  
and European championships

• Szymon Pośnik, rowing – vice-world 
champion, awarded a bronze medal in the 
European championship, winner  
of the World Cup

• Krzysztof Łukasik, mountain biking – 
champion of Poland, awarded  
a silver medal in the Academic World 
Championship

• Aneta Lipińska, Bartosz Dzikowski, curl-
ing – participants of the world  
and European championships, medallists 
of the championship of Poland.

Students may also join acclaimed artistic 
groups. These include:
• The Song and Dance Ensemble of the Warsaw 

University of Technology,
• The Academic Choir of the Warsaw 

University of Technology,
• The Folk Dance Company „Masovia”  

of Warsaw University of Technology’s  
Płock Branch

• The Entertainment Band ‚The Engineers Band’ 
of the Warsaw University of Technology,

• The Theater of the Warsaw University  
of Technology.

Those interested in journalism, marketing or 
wanting to prove themselves as professional 
reporters or members of an engineering team 
are welcome to join students’ media:
• Student Internet Television TVPW,
• Student Internet Portal – Polibuda.info,
• Student radio – Radio Active.

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
Physical Education and Sports Centre at the 
Warsaw University of Technology is a unit 
responsible for organising and conducting 
sports classes. Together with the University 
Club of Academic Sports Association (AZS), the 
unit promotes physical education among the 

These are pioneering, award-winning pro-
jects which generate interest in the media and 
among investors. The projects include:
• PW-Sat2 and PW-Sat3 – student satellites 

testing innovative solutions (PW-Sat2 has 
completed its mission, whereas the work 
on PW-Sat3 is underway)

•  e-MaksPower – an electric bolide con-
structed for a disabled boy and adjusted to 
his needs 

•  Good Will Farm – a project of an innovative 
centre for the disabled

•  Robots, Mars rovers, rockets, bolides, mo-
torbikes, autonomous vehicles, planes

•  Applications, analysis and research
• Specialist installations and devices.

SOCIAL AND ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES
Students have the opportunity to pursue their 
interests that extend beyond studying at  
a technical university through their active par-
ticipation in many national and international 
student organizations, including:
• Student Union,
•  Niezależne Zrzeszenie Studentów

(Independent Students’ Association), 
•  BEST,
•  ESN,
•  IAESTE,
•  Enactus.

Wisdom and 
development



BUSINESS SCHOOL 
is a joint initiative of the Warsaw University 
of Technology and three renowned European 
partners: London Business School, HEC Paris 
and Norwegian School of Economics. WUT 
Business School is a leader in managerial 
education in Poland, which is confirmed 
by high scores in prestigious Polish and 
European rankings.

More information on
www.biznes.edu.pl

WUT DISTANCE-LEARNING CENTRE
The centre has been operating at the Warsaw 
University of Technology since 2000. It was 
created to conduct teaching and research 
activities using online learning techniques. 
It coordinates extra-mural studies in the so-
-called SPRINT model (a model of online re-
mote learning). Students individually select 
both the time and pace of learning. 
Studies are supported with e-learning tech-
niques, which considerably reduces the 
number of face-to-face meetings at the 
University. 

More information on:
www.okno.pw.edu.pl

Your space for development



Faculty of Administration  
and Social Sciences

Administration(pl)

www.ans.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Architecture
Architecture(en)

Architecture(pl)

Architecture(pl)

www.arch.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Chemistry
Biotechnology(pl)

Biotechnology(en)

Chemical Technology(pl)

Chemical Technology(pl)

(practical profile)
www.ch.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Electronics  
and Information Technology

Automatic Control  
and Robotics(pl) 
Computer Science(en)

Cybersecurity(pl)

Electronics(pl)

Computer Science(pl)

Biomedical Engineering(pl)

Internet of Things 
Engineering(pl)

Telecommunications(en)

Telecommunications(pl)

www.elka.pw.edu.pl

Full-time first- and second-
cycle studies at WUT

Faculty of Electrical  
Engineering

Applied Automatic Control 
and Robotics(pl)

Electrical Engineering(en)

Electromobility(pl)

Electrical Engineering(pl)

Applied Computer Science(pl)

www.ee.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Physics
Technical Physics(pl)

Photonics(pl)

Photonics(en)

www.fizyka.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Geodesy  
and Cartography

Geodesy and Cartography(en)

Geodesy and Cartography(pl)

Geoinformatics(pl)

(practical profile)
Environmental Development, 
Planning and Management(pl)

www.gik.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Building Services, 
Hydro and Environmental  
Engineering

Bioeconomy (pl)

Environmental Engineering(en) 
Environmental Engineering(pl)

Environmental Protection(pl)

www.is.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Chemical  
and Process Engineering

Chemical and Process  
Engineering(pl)

www.ichip.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Civil Engineering
Rail Transport Infrastruc-
ture Construction  
and Maintenance(pl)

Civil Engineering(pl)

Civil Engineering(en)

www.il.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Materials Science 
and Engineering

Materials Science  
and Engineering(pl)

Materials Science
and Engineering(en)

www.wim.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Production  
Engineering

Automation and Roboti-
sation of Manufacturing 
Processes(pl)

Management and
Production Engineering(en)

Mechanics and Machine 
Design(pl)

Papermaking and Printing(pl)

Management and Produc-
tion Engineering(pl)

www.wip.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Mathematics  
and Information Science

Computer Science
and Information Systems(en)

Data Science(en)

Computer Science  
and Information Systems(pl)

Data Science(pl)

Mathematics(pl)

Mathematics  
and Data Analysis(pl)

www.mini.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Power and  
Aeronautical Engineering

Aerospace Engineering(en)

Power Engineering(pl)

Aerospace Engineering(pl)

Mechanics and Machine 
Design(pl)

New Generation Power 
Engineering and Energy 
Markets(en)

Power Engineering(en)

Robotics and Automatic 
Control(pl)

www.meil.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Mechatronics
Automatic Control, Robot-
ics and Industrial Informa-
tion Technology(pl)

Biomedical Engineering(pl)

Mechatronics(en)

Mechatronics(pl)

www.mchtr.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Automotive  
and Construction Machinery 
Engineering

Electric and Hybrid
Vehicles Engineering(en)

Electric and Hybrid Vehi-
cles Engineering(pl)

Mechanics of Vehicles and 
Construction Machinery(pl)

Mechanics of Vehicles and 
Construction Machinery(en)

Mechatronics of Vehicles
and Construction
Machinery(en)

Mechatronics of Vehicles 
and Construction  
Machinery (pl)

www.simr.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Transport
Rail Transport Infrastruc-
ture Construction  
and Maintenance(pl)

Transport(pl)

Transport(en)

www.wt.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Management
Management Engineering(pl)

Management(pl)

Security Management  
of Critical Infrastructure(pl)

www.wz.pw.edu.pl

Faculty of Civil Engineering, 
Mechanics and  
Petrochemistry

Civil Engineering(pl)

Environmental  
Engineering(pl)

Mechanics and Machine 
Design(pl)

Chemical Technology(pl)

College of Economics 
and Social Sciences

Economics(en)

(practical profile  
in first-cycle studies)
www.pw.plock.pl

Key
First-cycle studies

Second-cycle studies

First and second cycle studies

long-cycle programmes
(pl)      studies in Polish
(en)     studies in English



ACADEMIC RESEARCH CENTRES
constitute university-wide units and conduct 
interdisciplinary research, service, training, 
and promotional activities:
• Academic Research Center for Functional 

Materials,
• Academic Research Center for Aerospace 

Engineering,
• Academic Research Center for Defence  

and Security,
• Academic Research Centre for Power 

Engineering and Environment Protection
• Business Research Centre – implementing 

innovative solutions for industry, opera-
ting at the Faculty of Mathematics and 
Information Science.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH CENTRES
implementing projects within a scientific con-
sortium, the centres combine the potential of 
outstanding scientists from various univer-
sities and other research institutions, as well 
as entrepreneurs willing to implement new 
technologies:
• Center for Pre-Clinical Research  

and Technologies (CePT),
• Center for Advanced Materials  

and Technologies (CEZAMAT).

Setting trends  
in all areas of activity

Research and development 
carried out at the Warsaw 
University of Technology 
respond to the challenges 
of modern science and 
economy. Technology 
transfer is a key part of 
the University’s mission 
as a hub of innovation and 
entrepreneurship.



disciplines at WUT, we have identified 7 Priority 
Research Areas: 
• Photonic Technology 
• Artificial Intelligence 
• Cybersecurity and Data Science 
• Biotechnology and Biomedical Engineering 
• Material Science and Engineering 
• High Energy Physics and Experimental  

Techniques 
• Energy Conversion and Storage 
As part of the IDUB project, we implement grant 
schemes, conduct activities supporting inno-
vation, dissemination of research findings, and 
development of staff and student competence. 
We also enhance the international brand of our 
University. 

More information on:
www.badawcza.pw.edu.pl.

The Warsaw University of Technology joined 
the elite of the beneficiaries of the compe-
tition Excellence Initiative – Research Uni-
versity (IDUB) organised by the Ministry of 
Science and Higher Education (currently the 
Ministry  of Education and Science). 
Thus, WUT entered a new stage of develop-
ment and with inexhaustible energy began its 
endeavour to become a research centre at the 
highest European levels of excellence with 
immense influence on world science. 
Participation in the IDUB project culminates 
many years of our community work and is a 
huge and multi-stage challenge, as well.
Following the analysis of global social chal-
lenges, domestic economic priorities and 
combining it with the most active academic 

Excellence  Initiative  
– Research University 

The ENHANCE 
alliance

The Warsaw University of Technology and six 
other universities belong to the ENHANCE 
alliance, which is among the winners of 
European Universities Competition organised 
by the European Union. 

The alliance aims to strive for gaining the 
status of research units at the highest levels of 
excellence, the implementation of innovative 
teaching methods on a large scale, making 
flexible the offer for students, doctoral 
students, academic and administrative staff, 
and limiting the red tape.

The plan assumes providing funding for three 
years, which will amount to EUR 5 million, and 
creating a system facilitating the mobility of 
the academic community at all universities 
in the alliance. This includes making it easier 
for students to select programmes offered 
by every partner university with guaranteed 
mutual recognition of learning outcomes, 
among other things. 

WUT membership in ENHANCE will facilitate 
the introduction of innovative teaching 
methods developing future competencies. 
Students of member universities of the alliance 
will be able to select international courses and 
programmes offered by ENHANCE partners. 
Active inclusion of stakeholders from industry, 
economy and local authorities in the activities 
will play a huge part. This will help students 
learn how to utilise knowledge and technology 
to the benefit of society. 

More information on
www.enhance.webs.upv.es



• Education support center.
It implements projects that are important for 
the University, financed from both domestic 
and foreign funds. They concern broadly-
understood education and competence 
improvement in the field of entrepreneurship, 
cooperation between science and business, and 
building a culture of innovation.
Moreover, the Center is a venue for regular 
meetings, seminars, conferences with the 
participation of representatives of the world 
of science, business, and state authorities.

More information on
www.cziitt.pw.edu.pl

WUT CENTER FOR INNOVATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER MANAGEMENT

is an important center in Mazovia, fostering 
the development of innovation, business 
incubation, and education in these areas.

The Office of the Marshal of the Mazowieckie 
Voivodeship granted it the accreditation of a 
Masovian Business Support Institution with a 
‚Innovation Centre’ profile. The accreditation 
emphasizes the quality the Center’s work as an 
entity that meets high standards expected by 
the institution awarding this certificate.

The Center combines the following 
functions: 
• Research center;
• Technology transfer and business  

support center;

Research – Education 
– Entrepreneurship

The Centre for International 
Cooperation ensures that 
WUT’s brand is associated 
with high educational  
and scientific standards  
all over the world.

The proof of global recognition can be found 
in more than 120 educational and scientific 
agreements signed with universities, research 
centres, and high-tech companies from more 
than 50 countries around the world, including 
China, Japan, and Russia.

The CIC also pays great attention to student 
matters. As a result, WUT has more than 25 
active exchange agreements with the best 
foreign technical universities. Additionally, 
WUT offers the opportunity to participate in 
key student, academic and scientific exchange 
programmes, such as Erasmus+ or ATHENS.

The effectiveness of CIC’s activities is confir-
med by the University Ranking 2020 published 
by the educational magazine Perspektywy.  
It has recognized WUT as the most internatio-
nalized technical university in Poland.

International 
cooperation



The Rectors, elected for a four-year term 
of office, supervise the implementation of 
the Mission of the Warsaw University of 
Technology, whose important objective is 
to adapt the education and scientific rese-
arch process to the vision of the society of 
the future.

Warsaw University of Technology
Plac Politechniki 1
00-661 Warsaw
www.pw.edu.pl

Office for Promotion and Information
Tel: +48 22 234 51 11
www.promocja.pw.edu.pl

Centre for International Cooperation
Tel: +48 22 234 7185
cwm@pw.edu.pl
www.cwm.pw.edu.pl

Admissions Office 
tel. +48 22 629 60 70
+48 22 234 74 12
rekrutacja.bps@pw.edu.pl

Rector of the Warsaw University of Technology
Professor Krzysztof Zaremba, Ph.D., D.Sc.

Vice-Rector for General Affairs
Professor Mirosław Karpierz, Ph.D., D.Sc.

Vice-Rector for Scientific Research
Professor Mariusz Malinowski, Ph.D., D.Sc.

Vice-Rector for Academic Affairs
Professor Jan Słyk, Ph.D., D.Sc. (Arch)

Vice-Rector for Development
Professor Adam Woźniak, Ph.D., D.Sc.

Vice-Rector for Student Affairs
Professor Robert Zalewski, Ph.D., D.Sc.

Vice-Rector for Branch in Płock
Professor Renata Walczak, Ph.D., D.Sc.

University Authorities  
for the 2020–2024 
term of office

Photographs: resources of the WUT Office  
for Promotion and Information and KFF Focus.
State as of April 2021.




